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Abstract. In this paper, we bring an improvement to the classical fuzzy
model of classification by implementing a new approach which based on
radial basis functions for the Arabic documents classification. This app-
roach takes into account the concept of semantic vicinity by calculating
of the similarity degree between terms in relation to the documents. We
combine the calculation of the relevance of these terms (using NEAR
operator) with a radial basis function to identify the relevant documents
to the query. The use of linguistic resources namely semantic graphs and
semantic dictionaries (specifically created for the studied domain) signif-
icantly improves the process of classification.

Preliminary and promising results are shown on a Arabic press
database which show very good performance compared to the literature.
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1 Introduction

The Arabic language is considered as a difficult language to master in the field of
automatic language processing, given its morphological and syntactic properties
[1,9].

The information retrieval in Arabic is a scope by excellence of the similarity
concept and semantic proximity. Indeed, the problems of synonymy (antonymy,
polysemy, hypernymy, meronymy...) generate a lot of ambiguities in the choice of
descriptor words and key words, therefore the process of indexing and research
becomes difficult to complete [3,7].

However it is important to spend at a semantic level, in order to avoid the
problems of syntax and comparison term-by-term, hence the requirement to
find methods that can assign to the words the correct senses from the context
[4,5,11,15].
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An art state on local semantic similarity measures and global algorithms for
lexical disambiguation based on the knowledges is detailed in [6,14].

The use of a radial based modeling would be a good solution that consists,
after obtaining the descriptors according to the relevance calculation combined
with kernel functions, to use the thesaurus, semantic graphs and semantic dic-
tionaries to improve the information retrieval process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 the concept of the
classical fuzzy model is presented, Sect. 3 describes the text preprocessing phase
and Sect. 4 gives detailed description of the classification procedure. Section 5
presents the classification results.

2 Proximity Functions

2.1 Binary Proximity

The Boolean systems that implement the NEAR operator implicitly use the
notion of proximity in their process. The NEAR operator behaves like the AND
operator with an additional constraint on the positions of occurrences of the
terms concerned specifying a maximum distance between two terms A and B of
the query q. For example, if we regard in q, A NEAR 7 B, a system implementing
the NEAR operator evaluates this request to the value true if and only if at least
one occurrence of the term A is less than 7 words (distance of 7 steps) of at least
one occurrence of the word B.

2.2 Fuzzy Proximity

In the models based on fuzzy logic, each term t is associated to an influence func-
tion defined on R, bounded support, taking values in [0, 1], symmetric, increasing
on R− and decreasing on R+ denoted reflecting the degree of belonging docu-
ment corresponding to the fuzzy set of the term t:

μt : D −→ [0, 1] (1)
d �−→ μt(d)

Several types of functions (Gaussian, rectangular functions, features Hanning,
triangular, etc. ...) can be used.

The fuzzy approach makes the notion of proximity fuzzy by assigning a fuzzy
interpretation of the NEAR operator. Indeed, each document is modelled as a
finite sequence whose length is equal to l of the text terms T ,(t0, t1, . . . , tl−1) ∈ T l

i.e., a function whose definition domain is an interval of N starting at 0. d−1(t)
refers to the position set taken by t in document d. For example, If we look for A
near B, we give a proximity local value to the query NEAR(A,B) in document
d by:

μNEAR(A,B)(d) = maxi∈d−1(A)

j∈d−1(B)

(max(
k − |x − i|

k
, 0)) (2)
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The parameter k is integer according to the evaluation context. For example,
a value of k = 5 evaluates the proximity in the expression case while k = 100
translated proximity in a paragraph context and so on.

The value we attribute to μt is related to the distance between the two closest
occurrences of the two terms A and B in the document. The maximum value is
reached when the value of |j − i| is minimum, i.e. equal to 1 because A and B
may not appear in the same position. Consequently, we necessarily have j �= i.
Therefore, the minimum value is reached when there is an instance of A that is
near a B instance in the document. For more details see [10].

2.3 Local Relevance of a Term Relative to a Document

To compare a term and a document, the function μd
t calculates the degree of

relevance for each term t of the query q in all possible positions x in d. The
positions x are defined by positive integers as well as by negative ones since the
influence of terms extends either side of the their occurrence positions which
overflow either before the start of the document or after it has ended.

μd
t (x) = maxi∈d−1(t)(max(

k − |x − i|
k

, 0)) (3)

2.4 Relevance of a Query in Relation to a Document

The Relevance to the document is generalized in a natural way by an aggregation
of the results obtained in all possible positions.

score(r, d) =
∑

x∈[0,N−1]

μd
r(x) (4)

Thus, the similarity is obtained by the normalization of all scores by the
cardinality of the fuzzy set d−1.

Sim(r, d) =

∑
x∈[0,N−1] μ

d
r(x)

N
(5)

The choice of terms is made simply from a correspondence according to the form
of the keywords (lemmas or stems) of the document.

3 System Process

The preprocessing phase consists of applying to the entire text a noise filtering
(stopwords elimination, punctuation, date...) in the first place, a morphological
analysis (lemmatization, stemming) in second place and filtering of extracted
terms in third place. This treatment is necessary due to changes in the way that
the text can be represented in Arabic (Figs. 2 and 3). The preparation of the
text includes the following steps:
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– Convert text files in UTF-16 encoding.
– Elimination of punctuation marks, diacritics and non-letters and stopwords.
– Standardization of the Arabic text, this step is to transform some characters

in standard form as to , to and to .
– Stemming the remaining terms is performed using the Khoja stemmer [8] for

Arabic documents.

Subsequently, we proceed to the step of documents representation. This phase
consists of eliminating the terms deemed insignificant and out of the considered
fields. Then we distinguish between the terms “descriptors” and “equivalent”.
At the end of this phase, there is a graduated scale (axis) vector whose points
correspond to the positions of descriptors and their equivalent terms that will
be used by the fuzzy classifier to assign the corresponding category.

3.1 Weighting of Terms

Unlike classical models which are based on a vector representation whose features
are the frequencies of appearance in documents, or any other statistical measures
that refer to this modeling. The fuzzy model calculates the degree of belonging
of a term or a query to a document. The result is a vector whose characteristics
are the local semantic relevance of the terms.

We made an extension to the model of Mercier and Beigbeder [10] using a
radial basis modeling to take into account the semantics vicinity of the terms
that seems absent in this model, knowing that a term which has a semantically
rich vicinity in a document is often relevant to characterize its content.

Starting from this idea, we have proposed a new measure of relevance based
on the classical model that holds significantly the close proximity of the terms
concept.

3.2 Semantic Resources

3.2.1 Auxiliary Semantic Dictionary
We developed an auxiliary semantic dictionary that is a hierarchy dictionary and
containing a normalized vocabulary on the basis of generic terms and specific
terms to domain. It incidentally provides definitions, relations between terms
and their choice to outweigh the meanings. Relations commonly expressed in
such a dictionary are: Taxonomic relations (of hierarchy), Equivalence relations
(synonymy), Associate relations (semantic proximity, close to, related to, etc.).

The dictionary is initially constructed manually based on the words found
in the training set combined with a set of dictionaries available on the web as
“Almaany1” and “the free dictionary2”. But this dictionary can be enriched
progressively during the training phase and classification to give more flexibility
to our model. Take for example the topic of sport, the built dictionary is shown
in Fig. 1 below:
1 https://www.almaany.com.
2 http://ar.thefreedictionary.com/.

https://www.almaany.com
http://ar.thefreedictionary.com/
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Fig. 1. Example of Arabic semantic dictionary of the sport theme.

3.2.2 Semantic Networks
A semantic network [12] is a labeled graph (more precisely a multigraph). An
arc binds (at least) a start node to (at least) one arrival node. Relations between
nodes are semantic relations and relations of part-of, cause-effect, parent-child
[13], etc.

In our system, we used the concept of semantic network as a tool for strength-
ening of semantic graph outcome from the extracted terms of learning documents
to improve the quality and representation of knowledge related to each theme of
the document database.

3.2.3 The Graph Construction
It is important to note that the extraction of terminology descriptors is done in
the order in which they appear in the document. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate this
process for an example of the theme “Sport”.

Fig. 2. Initial text: theme “Sport” Fig. 3. Text after preprocessing and filtering

The construction of semantic graph takes into account the order of extraction
and distribution of the terms in the document. Each term is associated with a
radial basis function which determines the proximity to a some vicinity (area of
semantic influence of the term) terms. Then this graph is enriched through the
auxiliary semantic dictionary by adding connections which weight equal to 1.
Such an approach allows to modelize the semantic relations supposedly existing
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Fig. 4. Semantic graph extracted from
the document.

Fig. 5. Strengthening of the graph by
semantic connections extracted from
the auxiliary dictionary.

between terms. This allows one hand to avoid connectivity problems so as to
have a strong network connectivity and secondly it increases the weight of the
semantic descriptor terms thereafter. Unit weight means the existence of a kind
of relation or a conceptual link between the corresponding.

The constructed graph (Figs. 4 and 5) represents all the lemmas of the text
and synthesizes their mutual relations of: co-occurrence, synonymy, Antonymy,
polysemy. Secondly, this graph supports the presence of compound words. These
words are juxtapositions of two free lexemes to form a third that is a lemma
(Word) and whose meaning is not necessarily guessed by one of the two compo-
nents separately (for example: comic strip, Air Force, vice president, mayor-elect,
etc.).

These terms lose any informational data if they are considered separately or
if they have undergone the traditional operations of filtering and preprocessing.
To this end, we have proposed a partial solution of the problem by including in
the semantic dictionary, compound terms deemed relevant and informational.

4 Semantic Classification Based on Radial Basis Function

4.1 The Radial Basis Fuzzy Proximity

The discriminating function g of RBF fuzzy proximity with one output is defined
by the distance between the input form of each prototype and the linear combi-
nation of the corresponding radial basis functions:

g(x) = w0 +
N∑

i=1

wiΦ(d(x, supi)) (6)

While d(x, supi) is the distance between the input x and the support supi,
{w0, ..., wN} are the combination weights and Φ the radial basis function.
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The modeling of RBF fuzzy proximity is both discriminating and intrinsic.
Indeed the layer of radial basic functions corresponds to an intrinsic description
of the training data, then the output combination layer seeks to discriminate
different classes. In our system, a Cauchy function is used as a radial basis
function:

Φ(d) =
1

1 + d
(7)

we define two new operators:

Relw(C) =
degree(C)

total number of concepts
(8)

Relw(C) is the relational weight of the concept C (root) and degree(c) is the
number of incoming and outgoing edges of the vertex C. It therefore represents
the connection density of the concept C in the semantic graph.

SemDensity(C1, C2) =
MinCost(C1, C2)

minimal cost of the Spanning Tree
(9)

SemDensity(C1, C2) is the semantic density of the link (C1, C2). This is
the ratio of the minimal semantic distance MinCost(C1, C2) between C1 and
C2, calculated by Dijkstra’s algorithm [2]. This distance is calculated from the
semantic graph, this latter is built from the document based on the minimal
cost of the spanning tree (i.e. the minimal cost tree by following all minimal
paths from C1 to C2 through the other vertices of the semantic graph). This
reflects the importance of the link (C1, C2) compared to all existing minimal
paths. Subsequently we calculate the semantic distance (conceptual) as follows:

SemDist(C1, C2) = Relw(C1) · Relw(C2) · SemDensity(C1, C2) (10)

The proximity measure is a Cauchy function:

Proximity(C1, C2) =
1

1 + SemDist(C1, C2)
(11)

The contribution of these defined operators is that they give more importance to
concepts which have dense semantic vicinity where they have good connectivity
within the graph. This has also been verified during the validation of the proto-
type. In the classification phase, we will see in the following how the weights of
indexing descriptors are generated by the new measure of RBF fuzzy proximity
based on the semantic distance as a parameter.

4.2 Our RBF Fuzzy Proximity Model

We start from the idea that where terms semantically close to terms which
used in the query, appear directly close in the base document. The Measure of
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Mercier and Beigbeder [10] is very important, yet it does not take into account
the semantic proximity between terms. Indeed, this model is limited by the direct
relationship of terms concurrence that does not capture the semantic proximity
between words. The equation presented in the model of Mercier and Beigbeder
becomes:

μd
t (j) = maxi∈d−1(zone(t))(max(

k − |x − i|
k

· Φ(Proximity(t, ti)
1 + |freq(t) − freq(ti)| , 0)) (12)

We indicate by Proximity(t, ti), the semantic proximity between t and their
neighbours tj at position j, as defined in Eq. 11.

zone(t) is the set of terms semantically close to t. A similarity threshold is
necessary to characterize all of its elements. We set a similarity threshold for the
value of Proximity(t, ti) corresponding to the degree of similarity between t and
the concept of the theme where it appears (the term is accepted if it is located
in the zone of influence of term kernel defined by the radial basis function Φ).

The Φ(Proximity(t,ti)
1+|freq(t)−freq(ti)| value does not exceed in any case the value 1, the local

relevance of a term t at a position i taken by the terms that are semantically close
reached the maximum value of relevance when the position i is occupied by the
term t itself. The difference in frequencies is added to circumvent the problem of
co-occurrence, thus we multiplied the local relevance by Φ(Proximity(t,ti)

1+|freq(t)−freq(ti)| since
the positions i of the terms belonging to the influence zone(t) of the term t, and
which are semantically close, are taken into account but their influences should
depend on the degree of proximity, which they share with the term t Hence the
justification of this multiplication.

5 Results

To validate this new approach, we tested it on a varied corpus of 5000 documents
electronic press extracted from sites (AL JAZEERA3, AL ARABIYA4). Table 1
show different results for each measure. These results are expressed through
the recall and precision criteria. In particular, they show the relevance of using
radial basic functions which greatly improves the measures performance with
which they are combined.

From Table 1, we can see that the best performances are recorded in the sport
because the sport has a limited space compared to other domains. In addition,
they shows that the economic and financial performances is low, this is due, on
the one hand to the nature of newspaper articles in our possession which relate
to the domain of finance and economy and on the other hand the involvement
of politics in this domain which the most often generates an overlap of meaning.

3 http://www.aljazeera.net.
4 http://www.alarabiya.net.

http://www.aljazeera.net
http://www.alarabiya.net
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Table 1. Standard and RBF fuzzy proximity results

Measure Corpus Precision Recall

RBF fuzzy proximity Economy 0.86 0.66

Politic 0.78 0.68

Sport 0.94 0.77

Standard fuzzy proximity Economy 0.63 0.61

Politic 0.68 0.60

Sport 0.74 0.70

6 Discussion and Conclusion

The semantic proximity between words must be highlighted when we deal with
complex documents such as texts in Arabic. For this purpose, it is essential to
broaden our reflection to the adapted representation models to the nature of
our resources. For this, we studied the research model based on the proximity of
terms based on the classic fuzzy model. This approach is based on the assumption
that most terms occurrences of a query are close in a database document, more
this document is relevant to this query, This can partially solve the problems
caused by the complex or compound words which may also be an interesting
track, since long concepts are often less ambiguous. However, this model does
not consider the notion of terms semantics, since it is limited by the presence of
co-occurrence relations of the terms, also does not take into account the semantic
links which may exist between the query terms and those of the document. The
integration of a semantic measure between terms in this model is needed. For
this reason, we have introduced our radial basis contribution to formalize the
adaptation of the model based on the semantic fuzzy proximity concept to the
needs of the semantic pairing. The advantage of this model is that it does not
need a preliminary glossary to identify terms in order to assign them a weight,
since the identification of terms is made simply from a query-document matching
according the shape of document key words (lemma or radicals). The integration
of the semantic vicinity concept and radial basis functions improves significantly
the performance of the classical measures, especially for the Arabic language,
which remains our goal.
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